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consonants in neighbouring words whose vowel sounds are different (e.g. An index page listing
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word or sound) so as to make alliteration. (Can we find and add a quotation of Skeat to this
entry?)
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Alliteration is a stylistic literary device identified by the repeated sound of the first letter in a
series of multiple words, or the repetition of the same letter. Consonance is a stylistic literary
device identified by the repetition of identical or similar consonants in neighbouring words whose
vowel sounds are different (e.g. An index page listing Added Alliterative Appeal content. An
article adds alliterative appeal if it includes identical initial icons in the trope title that.
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In prosody, alliterative verse is a form of verse that uses alliteration as the principal ornamental
device to help indicate the underlying metrical structure, as . Alliteration is a stylistic literary
device identified by the repeated sound of the first letter in a series of multiple words, or the
repetition of the same. Students learn about alliteration by listening to an alliterative read-aloud
and and show students the lists of items that the illustrator has hidden on each page.
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An index page listing Added Alliterative Appeal content. An article adds alliterative appeal if it
includes identical initial icons in the trope title that. Consonance is a stylistic literary device
identified by the repetition of identical or similar consonants in neighbouring words whose vowel
sounds are different (e.g. Etymology From Medieval Latin, "things mentioned before" Examples
and Observations "Logic is the study of argument. As used in this sense, the word means not a.
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(intransitive) To exhibit alliteration. (transitive) To use (a word or sound) so as to make
alliteration. (Can we find and add a quotation of Skeat to this entry?) Students learn about
alliteration by listening to an alliterative read-aloud and and show students the lists of items that
the illustrator has hidden on each page. In prosody, alliterative verse is a form of verse that uses
alliteration as the principal ornamental device to help indicate the underlying metrical structure,
as .
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Define alliteration: the use of words that begin with the same sound near one another (as in wild
and woolly or a. — Alliteration pronunciation.
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